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What’s a Penetration test?
A test methodology in which assessors, typically working under specific constraints, attempt to
circumvent or defeat the security features of an information system. SOURCE: SP 800-53; CNSSI4009

Security testing in which evaluators mimic real-world attacks in an attempt to identify ways to
circumvent the security features of an application, system, or network. Penetration testing often
involves issuing real attacks on real systems and data, using the same tools and techniques used by
actual attackers. Most penetration tests involve looking for combinations of vulnerabilities on a
single system or multiple systems that can be used to gain more access than could be achieved
through a single vulnerability. SOURCE: SP 800-115
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What are the test oPtions?

OVERT

COVERT

FACTS

FACTS

The Internal/External team performing the test has
knowledge of the system components and associated
technology.

The organizations DEFENSIVE Teams are not informed
of the attack, but the OFFENSIVE team has Executive
and Upper Management Approval.

The Team assigned (DEFENSIVE OR OFFENSIVE) has
consent from all parties associated with the system –
including executive management.

The test is typically leveraged by an organization that
wishes to test it’s internal security program for possible
damage or impact and adversary could have.

The DEFENSIVE Teams are fully aware that the test will
be performed by an OFFENSIVE Team.

The test is invasive and requires a well structured plan.
The team will be required to document the tools,
processes, and findings given that they are not
provided details on the systems.

It is the most cost-effective option and be done
internally by the organization IF not mandated.
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Since limitations cannot be enforced, this is the most
expensive option.
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What tools are used

OVERT

COVERT

FACTS

FACTS

The team selected must mold their arsenal to the
technology list types provided by the organization.
Once identified, they MUST document the tool and the
process they plan to take on the Penetration Plan.

The OFFENSIVE Team will initiate a fingerprinting
process to identify company systems made accessible
online to identify the underlying technologies and
associated vulnerabilities for exploitation.

The team will initiate Social Engineering to gather
additional information on the system for target
individuals.

The team will also engage on Social Engineering via
online and/or in person techniques to gather key data
and/or gain access to the system from selected
company individuals.

In some cases, the tools are built by the team using
scripts, and methodologies specifically targeting the
system components based on the vulnerability
assigned for exploitation by management., if
applicable.
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The tools will be identified as the test takes place and
the technologies are identified.
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What teams are involved
This depends on the requirement and the overall goal behind the test and whether or not it is
mandated or optional.

OPTIONAL

MANDATED

FACTS

FACTS

The organization can leverage an internal DEFENSIVE
SECURITY BLUE Team to perform an overt test.

The organization MUST used a 3rd Party OFFENSIVE
SECURITY Service Provider to test the systems
impacted by the mandate in the frequency noted.

The organization can leverage a 3rd Party Service
Provider offering OFFENSIVE Security to test their
Enterprise Level Security Program for exploitable
vulnerabilities.
The organization can set the policy for the frequency of
testing based on their needs and budget restrictions.
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The organization may be required to use specific 3rd
party service providers.
The organization may be required to perform the test
annually.
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When Would testing take Place
Testing takes place against LIVE systems at an agree date and timeframe either
at the Enterprise Level and/or System specific level depending on the
requirement. These will impact the CyberSecurity components within RMF –
Defensive and Offensive Security. Coordination between teams depends on the
type of test selected.
Information Assurance/Security

Governance/
Security
Leadership

Information
Assurance

Cybersecurity Components

Defense in
Depth

Defensive
Security

Offensive
Security

Enterprise Risk Management Framework
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hoW does it differ from an
accreditation assessment
A penetration test does not validate every control nor does it focus on specific controls, but rather intents
to exploit a vulnerability identified by the organization as a major risks and/or to validate the
organization’s security programs postured against internal and external threats. The two main review
techniques used as part of this test are:

Target Identification and
Analysis Techniques

Target Vulnerability
Validation Techniques
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These testing techniques can identify systems, ports,
services, and potential vulnerabilities, and is typically done
using automated tools. They include network discovery,
network port and service identification, vulnerability
scanning, wireless scanning, and application security
examination.
These testing techniques corroborate the existence of
vulnerabilities, and may be performed manually or using
automatic tools, depending on the specific technique. This
includes password cracking, penetration testing, social
engineering, and application security testing.
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Assessment Preparation
Must have prior to engaging the teams

is it necessary
The need of a Penetration test depends on many factors, that includes but are not limited to,
organization’s budget, standards mandate, and whether or not the organization has a Security Program
already in place.
An organization that does not have an stablished security program will not fix any issues and simply waste
money on a test that is to be use for validation purposes- not implementation of a Security Program.
Therefore, is important to ask the following questions:







Does the organization have an established Security Program and Enterprise
Risk Management Process in place?
Is the assessment meant to exploit a specific vulnerability?
Is the assessment meant to mimic an internal/external cyber attack?
Will the assessment use covert techniques?
Is the assessment meant to determine the degree of resistance organizational
information systems have against adversaries based on a set number of
constraints (e.g., time, resources, and/or skills?
Is the assessment meant to attempt the duplication of actions adversaries
carrying out hostile cyber attacks may follow in order to attain a more in-depth
analysis of security-related weaknesses/deficiencies?
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Is the answer is
YES, then is
essential t
engage a
security team
to help with the
acquisition
and/or
planning
process.
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What is required
If your organization requires a “PENETRATION TEST”, then it is essential to understand the two
different types to determine the steps required. This shows a general view of what is required.

OVERT





Lower Cost
IT Team is aware of test
Can be an Internal Blue Team





High Cost
IT Team is unaware of test
Must be a 3rd Party Provider

COVERT

Identify Target Systems Components

Identify Upper Management Team

Identify all system POCs to be included

Assess 3rd Party Organization(s)

Identify all Interconnections

Determine Budget and Timeframe
Limitations

Identify environments
NOTE: 1 week test can cost $50k, typically there’s a minimum of 2 weeks required by the 3PP- and that can
fluctuate based on the number of systems involved and the type of test selected.
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Final Thoughts
Key items to be on the lookout

What must Be considered
Before your organization decides to undergo a Penetration Test, consider the following:
Is it optional or mandated? If mandated, can the organization
handle the cost associated with the standard ?

What’s driving the
requirement?

Is the organization’s
Security Program ready
to undergo testing?
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Sometimes, determining how the standard can impact the
organization’s ROI is essential. Will the standard bring value to the
organization and its consumers? Will it make a difference in the long
term, and IF YES how? Sometimes this requirement is more
expensive than revamping the Organizations Security Program.

The cost of a penetration test can lead to major financial losses IF
not plan correctly. In fact, the cost isn’t tied to the teams involved
only, but also those responsible for backing up and restoring the
systems taken down by the test. Can the organization afford extra
expenses for it’s own operations? Can it afford to loose sensitive
data in the process?
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hoW can We helP
CyberAdeptness is NOT focused on DEFENSIVE or OFFENSIVE Security. Therefore Penetration Testing is
OUT OF SCOPE and not part of our offerings. Our focus is on ensuring the organization’s Security
Program, as it pertains to ERM and SSE, is applied correctly to limit cyber attacks before they can reach
the organization, those limiting the risks tied to Cyber-attacks by 50%+, depending on the organizations
infrastructure, across the enterprise.
That said, while we do offer minimal guidance on DEFENSIVE security as part of the Assessment, we
strictly limit our services to the following:
NIST Enterprise Risk Management Assessments [All Tiers]
NIST CyberSecurity Framework Integration as part of ERM.
Cloud Computing Assessments [NIST/ FedRAMP based]
Systems Security Engineering (SSE) Implementation Guidance [Focus on Enterprise
environments]
 Sector Specific Standards Guidance and Pre-Audit
 Security Documentation Development





On our end, we can simply provide GENERAL Level Guidance and help the organization identify a viable
3rd Party Service Provider.
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final thoughts
Understanding the different penetration test types will help the organization:
Identify the Test Required

Identify the correct resources
Prepare for the Assessment
Balance Cost/Benefit
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Send them to
info@cyberadeptness.com
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Need Help?
CyberAdeptnes

We have over 20+ years of
combined experience in the field
and a unique process to
streamline the requirements.

Contact us today to schedule a meeting and determine how we may be of help
to your organization. Our processes are flexible to accommodate compliance
needs, regardless of sector (i.e., Healthcare, Finance, Law, Education, etc.).
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NIST IR 7298 Revision 2, Glossary of Key Information Security Terms

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2013/nist.ir.7298r2.pdf

NIST Cybersecurity Framework

https://www.nist.gov/topics/cybersecurity

NIST 800-39: Managing Information Security Risk: Organization, Mission, and
Information System View

https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-39/final
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